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Search 
Search has always been a central computational task.  In early 
days, search supposedly took one quarter of all computing time. 
The emergence and the popularization of the world wide web 
has literally created a universe of data, and with it the need to 
pinpoint information in this universe. 
Various search engines have emerged, to cope with this 
challenge. They constantly collect data on the web, organize it, 
index it, and store it in sophisticated data structures that support 
efficient (fast) access, resilience to failures, frequent updates, 
including deletions, etc., etc. 
In this class we will deal with two much simpler data structures 
that support search: 
•   unordered list 
•   ordered list 
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Representing Items in a List 
We are about to study search. Assume our data is arranged in a 
list. Recall that in Python, a list with n elements is simply a 
mapping from the set of indices, {0, … , n-1}, to a set of items. 
In our context, we assume that items are records having a fixed 
number of information fields. For example, our Student items will 
include two fields each: name, identity number. 
We will arrange each item as a list with two entries  
(name, identity number). 
We note that this is cumbersome and will not scale up easily. How 
would one remember that entry 19 corresponds to weight, and 
entry 17 corresponds to height? 
Indeed, we will later introduce classes and object oriented 
programming for a slicker representation of such records. 
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Representing Students' Records 
 in a List 

The following list was generated manually from the list of 
students in a previous year class. To protect their privacy, only 
first names are given (hopefully spelled correctly), and their id 
numbers were generated at random. 
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Representing Students' Record 
  in a List (cont) 

import random 

names =["Or","Yana","Amir","Roee","Noa","Gal","Barak", 

              "Rina","Tal","Lielle","Shady","Yuval"] 

students_list =[[ name , random.randint (2*10**7 ,6*10**7)] \ 

           for name in names ]     # leading digits are 2 ,3 ,4 ,5 

>>> print (students_list ) 

[[ 'Or', 28534293] , ['Yana', 45929500] , ['Amir', 37076235] , 

['Roee', 55421212] , ['Noa', 46931670] , ['Gal', 55522009] , 

['Barak', 22162470] , ['Rina', 25310060] , ['Tal', 23374569] , 

['Lielle', 26549109] , ['Shady', 34859880] , ['Yuval', 28714343]] 

>>> len ( students_list ) 

12 
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Searching the List 
We are now interested in searching the list. For example, we 
want to know if a student called Yuval is in the list, and if so, 
what is his/her ID number. In this example, the student's name 
we look for is viewed as the key, and the associated ID is the 
value we are interested in. 
With such an unordered list, we have no choice but to search 
for items sequentially, one by one, in some order. For example, 
by going over the list from the first entry, students_list[0], to 
the last entry, students_list[11]. 
What is the best case running time of sequential search? 
Worst case running time? 
 
Food for thought:  Would it be better to sample items at 
random? (think of best, worst, and average cases). 
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Sequential Searching: Code 
 

def sequential_search (key , lst ): 

     """ sequential search from lst [0] till last lst element 

     lst need not be sorted for sequential search to work """ 

     for elem in lst : 

          if elem [0]== key : 

                return elem 

     # we get here when the key is not in the list 

     print (key , " not found ") 

     return None 
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Searching backwards : Code 
def sequential_search_back (key , lst ): 

     """ sequential search from last lst element to first element 

     lst need not be sorted for sequential search to work """ 

     for elem in lst [:: -1]:   # goes over elements in reversed lst 

          if elem [0]== key : 

               return elem 

     # we get here when the key is not in the list 

     print (key , "not found") 

     return None 

 

Is this list reversing a good idea? Think what will happen to the 

worst and best case inputs. If not, how would you fix this? 
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Searching the Short List 

>>> sequential_search ("Or", students_list ) 
['Or ', 28534293] 
>>> sequential_search ("Benny", students_list ) 
Benny not found 
>>> sequential_search_back ("Shady", students_list ) 
['Shady ', 34859880] 
>>> sequential_search ("Shady", students_list ) 
['Shady ', 34859880] 
>>> sequential_search_back (8, students_list ) 
8 not found 
 
Question: What keys cause worst case running time for both 
forward and backward sequential searches? 
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Sequential Search: Time Analysis 

Any sequential search in an unordered list goes over 
it, item by item. If the list is of length n, sequential 
search will take n steps in the worst case (when the 
item is not found because it is missing). 

For our exclusive (thus short) list of students, n steps 
is not a problem. But if n is very large, such a search 
will take very long. 
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Search in Unordered vs. Ordered Lists 

Hands on experience: Searching for a word in a book vs. 
searching for it in a dictionary. 

(We mean a real world, hard copy, dictionary, not Python's 
dict, which we soon will get familiar with!) 
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Sequential vs. Binary Search 
For unordered lists of length n, in the worst case, a search 
operation compares the key to all list items, namely n 
comparisons. 
On the other hand, if the n element list is sorted, search can be 
performed much faster. We first compare input key to the key of 
the list's middle element, an element whose index is  
•  If the input key equals the middle element's key, we return 
the  middle element and terminate. 
•  If the input key is greater than the middle element's key, we 
can restrict our search to the top half of the list (indices from 
                       to n-1 
•  If the input key is smaller than the middle element's key, we 
can restrict our search to the bottom half of the list (indices 
from 0 to 
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Binary Search, cont. 

Starting with an ordered list with n elements, we will initialize 
three indices: 

left=0, right=n-1, middle=(n-1)//2. 

We compare the values at the middle index to the key. 

If equal – we found an item equal to the key, and return its index. 

If key is smaller than middle element – we assign the value of right 

to the variable middle. Update middle, and iterate. 

If key is larger than middle element – we assign the value of left to 

the variable middle. Update middle, and iterate. 

We announce that the key was not found if right becomes smaller 

than left. 
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Binary Search: Python Code 
 def binary_search (key , lst ): 
     """ iterative binary search. lst must be sorted """ 
     n= len ( lst ) 
     left =0 
     right =n -1 
     outcome = None               # default value 
     while left <= right : 
           middle =( right + left )//2 
          if key == lst [ middle ][0]:                 # item found 
               outcome =lst [ middle ] 
               break                          # gets out of the loop if key was found 
          elif key < lst [ middle ][0]:               # item cannot be in top half 
               right=middle -1 
          else :                                            # item cannot be in bottom half 
               left = middle +1 
     if not outcome :                    # holds when the key is not in the list 
          print (key , "not found") 
     return outcome 15 



Animated Example 

For simplicity, the entries in our list will be 
plain integers (not lists). 
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Animated Example - success 

Searching for the existing Item, 18 

A[mid] ==22 > 18 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

3 4 5 6 9 10 13 16 18 20 22 28 29 31 32 33 40 42 47 48 50 52 A 

left mid right 

A[mid] == 9 < 18 A[mid] == 16 < 18 A[mid] == 18 

Designed by by AR 

Found! 
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Animated Example - failure 

A[mid] ==22 > 17 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

3 4 5 6 9 10 13 16 18 20 22 28 29 31 32 33 40 42 47 48 50 52 A 

left mid right 

A[mid] == 9 < 17 A[mid] == 16 < 17 A[mid] == 18 > 17 

Searching for the non existing Item, 17 

Not Found! 
left  > right  



Time Analysis of Binary Search 
At each stage, we either terminate or cut the size of the 
remaining list by half. Hence the name binary search. 
• We start with an ordered list of length n. 
• If n = 1, we compare the only item in the list to the key, and 
terminate. 
• If n > 1, we either terminate in one step (if the key is found), 
or continue to look for the key in a list of length  
• In each iteration we perform one comparison, and cut the 
length by one half, till the length reaches n = 1. 
• The number of times we can halve n till we reach 1 is                                              
 

• So the number of steps of binary search is proportional to  
log2 n. For large n, it is much faster than the n steps of 
sequential search. 
• Binary search requires preprocessing: The list must be sorted. 
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Binary Search: Preprocessing 
As a sanity check, we first run the code on the small students list 
of length 12, used above to test the sequential search code. 

>>> print ( students_list ) 

[[ 'Or', 28534293] , ['Yana', 45929500] , ['Amir', 37076235] , 

['Roee', 55421212] , ['Noa', 46931670] , ['Gal', 55522009] , 

['Barak', 22162470] , ['Rina', 25310060] , ['Tal', 23374569] , 

['Lielle', 26549109] , ['Shady', 34859880] , ['Yuval', 28714343]] 

 

To apply binary search, we better sort the list first. We want to 
sort the items by their names. We employ a built-in sorting 
function, sorted, and tell it to use the name as the key, employing 
a lambda expression: key = lambda elem : elem[0]. 
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Binary Search: Preprocessing, cont. 

>>> sorted_list = sorted (students_list,  

                                           key = lambda elem : elem [0]) 

# sorting students_list by the names 

>>> sorted_list 

[[ 'Amir', 37076235] , ['Barak', 22162470] , ['Gal', 55522009] , 

['Lielle', 26549109] , ['Noa', 46931670] , ['Or', 28534293] , 

['Rina', 25310060] , ['Roee', 55421212] , ['Shady', 34859880] , 

['Tal', 23374569] , ['Yana', 45929500] , ['Yuval', 28714343]] 

 

(Lambda expressions will be discussed later in the course, and 
we will then explain how this works) 
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Binary Search: Running the Code 
>>> binary_search ("Or", sorted_list) 
['Or ', 28534293] 
>>> binary_search ("Shady", sorted_list ) 
['Shady ', 34859880] 
>>> binary_search ("Benny", sorted_list) 
Benny not found 
What happens if we run binary search on an unsorted list? 
>>> binary_search ("Or", students_list ) 
Or not found 
This should not come as a surprise. 
The running time of sequential and binary search for short lists 
(e.g. of length 12, namely 1 + log2(12) = 4 vs. 12) are not easy to 
tell apart. 
The Difference is distinguishable when considering longer lists, 
e.g. of length n = 106 = 1, 000, 000. 
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Sequential and Binary Search:  
Timing the Code on Long Lists 

We could have based our list on the leaked Israeli population 
registry. However, to avoid potential legal troubles, the names 
and identity numbers were generated completely at random 
(details later). 
>>> large_stud_list = students (10**6) 
>>> large_stud_list [5*10**5+3] 
['Rlne Qmgedu', 39925262] 
 
For the binary search, we sort the list 
>>> large_sorted_list = sorted ( large_stud_list , 
                                           key = lambda elem : elem [0]) 
>>> large_sorted_list [5*10**5+3] 
['Naq Tbsc', 58042807] 
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Sequential Search:  
Timing the Code on Long Lists 

>>> sequential_search ('Rlne Qmgedu', large_stud_list ) 
['Rlne Qmgedu ', 39925262] 
>>> elapsed ("sequential_search('Rlne Qmgedu', 
                             large_stud_list )", number =1000) 
44.626914 
>>> sequential_search ('Rajiv Gandhi', large_stud_list ) 
>>> elapsed (" sequential_search ('Rajiv Gandhi', 
              large_stud_list )", number =1000) 
91.31152699999998 
So, one thousand sequential searches in a 1, 000, 000 long list 
for an existing key (located around the middle of the list) took 
about 45 seconds, while a non-existing key took about 91 
seconds. 
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Binary Search:  
Timing the Code on Long Lists 

>>> binary_search ("Naq Tbsc", large_sorted_list ) 
['Naq Tbsc', 58042807] 
>>> binary_search ("Rajiv Gandhi", large_sorted_list ) 
Rajiv Gandhi not found 
>>> elapsed (" binary_search ('Naq Tbsc', large_stud_list )", 
number =1000) 
0.03165199999997981 
>>> elapsed (" binary_search ('Rajiv Gandhi', large_stud_list )", 
number =1000) 
0.030768999999992275 
So, one thousand binary searches in a list of 1,000,000 elements 
for both an existing and a non-existing item took about 0.03 
seconds. This is 1,410 times faster than sequential search. 
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Binary Search: A High Level View 
Binary search is widely applicable (not only for searching a list). In 
general, when we look for an item in a huge space, and that 
space is structured so we could tell if the item is 
1. right at the middle, 
2. in the top half of the space, 
3. or in the lower half of the space. 
In case (1), we solve the search problem in the current step. In 
cases (2) and (3), we deal with a search problem in a space of half 
the size. 

In general, this process will thus converge in a number of steps 
which is log2 of the size of the initial search space. This makes a 
huge difference. Compare the performance of binary search to 
that of going sequentially over the original space, item by item. 

Sometimes this algorithmic idea is call “A lion in the desert”. 
26 
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The sorting problem 

The computational problem: 
Input: a set of elements 

Output: a sequence of the same elements, ordered by “size” 

 

Note that a computational problem is described in abstract 
terms, and is merely a desired relation between legal inputs 
and their outputs 

 

Technically, we will represent a sequence as a python list 

 

Possible algorithms? 
We will see at least 3 in this course, one today 

These solutions employ different strategies, which has consequences in 
terms of efficiency, as we will see 
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def selectsort(lst): 

    ''' sort lst using selection sort method ''' 

    n = len(lst) 

    for i in range(n): 

        m_index = i #index of minimum 

        for j in range(i+1,n): 

            if lst[m_index] > lst[j]: 

                m_index = j 

        swap(lst, i, m_index) 

    return lst 

Selection-sort 
The algorithm: 
  
 Selection-Sort(lst of size n) 
 for i=0 … n-1: 
  find the minimum of lst[i:] 
  swap it with the element at index i 

 
The code: 

def swap(lst, i, j): 

    tmp = lst[i] 

    lst[i] = lst[j] 

    lst[j] = tmp 
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Selection Sort - efficiency 
Let us first measure real running times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
n= 1000 0.06043896640494811 
n= 2000 0.27381915858021066 
n= 4000 1.0055912134084082 
>>>  

import time 

import random 

 

for n in [1000,2000,4000]: 

      lst = list(range(n)) 

      random.shuffle(lst) #balagan 

      t0=time.clock()        #start stopper 

      selectsort(lst) 

      t1=time.clock()        #end stopper 

      print("n=", n, t1-t0) 

 How does running time seem to change with input size? 
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Selection Sort - analysis 
As a measure for efficiency, we will look at the number of iterations. 

 

An underlying assumption: the time needed for simple operations (arithmetic 
ones, comparisons, reading / writing to a variable etc.) is bounded by some 
constant. 

Therefore each iteration takes a constant amount of time 

This assumption holds only for variables taking up to a fixed number of computer words.  

recall integer exponentiation as a scenario in which this assumption does not hold. 

We will encounter soon more such scenarios (e.g. in cryptography). 

 

So, how many iterations are needed, as a function of the input size? 
Input size in this case is the list’s length, denoted n 

 

Does the answer depend on the content of the list, or on its length only? 
 



 

 

 

 

Merge 
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Merge 

The computational problem: 
Input: two sorted sequences of elements 

Output: one sorted sequence containing all elements in both sequences  

 

 

Possible algorithms? 
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Merge - possible algorithms 

Simply concatenate both lists and sort them all 
 

 

 

 

However this solution does not take advantage of the input lists being 
sorted already. 

 

3 “running” indices, for input lists (A, B) and the output (C). 

 At each iteration, select the minimal element from A or B 
and copy it to C. 

 

 What happens when one of the lists is completed? 
 

def merge_by_sort(A,B): 
     """ merging two lists """     
     return selectsort(A+B) 
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Example 

A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

2 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

5 2 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

6 5 2 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

7 6 5 2 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

12 7 6 5 2 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

15 12 7 6 5 2 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

16 15 12 7 6 5 2 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

20 16 15 12 7 6 5 2 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

21 20 16 15 12 7 6 5 2 1 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

22 21 20 16 15 12 7 6 5 2 1 

? 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

23 22 21 20 16 15 12 7 6 5 2 1 

? 
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A 

 

B 

 

C 

25 23 20 15 12 7 5 2 

22 21 16 6 1 

25 23 22 21 20 16 15 12 7 6 5 2 1 

? 

? 
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def merge(A, B): 
    ''' Merge list A of size n and list B of size m 
        A and B must be sorted! ''' 
    n = len(A) 
    m = len(B) 
    C =     
 
    a=0; b=0; c=0 
    while  a<n  and  b<m: #more element in both A and B 
         if A[a] < B[b]: 
             C[c]    
             a = a+1 
         else: 
             C[c] = B[b] 
               
         c = c+1 
 
    if      :#A was completed 
         while      : 
             C[c] = B[b] 
             b = b+1 
             c = c+1 
    else:  #B was completed 
           : 
               
               
               
 
    return    

Code 
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def merge(A, B): 
    ''' Merge list A of size n and list B of size m 
        A and B must be sorted! ''' 
    n = len(A) 
    m = len(B) 
    C = [0 for i in range(n + m)] 
 
    a=0; b=0; c=0 
    while  a<n  and  b<m: #more element in both A and B 
         if A[a] < B[b]: 
             C[c] = A[a] 
             a = a+1 
         else: 
             C[c] = B[b] 
             b = b+1 
         c = c+1 
 
    if a==n: #A was completed 
         while b<m: 
             C[c] = B[b] 
             b = b+1 
             c = c+1 
    else:  #B was completed 
         while a<n: 
             C[c] = A[a] 
             a = a+1 
             c = c+1 
 
    return C 

Code 

C[c:] = A[a:] + B[b:] # append remaining elements 

 
one of the lists on the right side is non-empty 
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Merge - analysis 
Again, we will look at the number of iterations. 

 

So, how many iterations are needed, as a function of the input size? 
Denote: |A| = n, |B|=m 

 

Does the answer depend on the content of the lists, or on their length only? 

 

Compare to merge_by_sort we saw earlier: 

 

def merge_by_sort(A,B): 
    ''' Merge list A of size n and list B of size m 
    return selectsort(A+B) 
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Merge – running times 
merge_by_sort 
n= 1000 0.23752907143226304 
n= 2000 1.019045996069333 
n= 4000 3.790595452774026 
merge 
n= 1000 0.0009043048767365391 
n= 2000 0.0017817907024495483 
n= 4000 0.0037136004715678794 
 
 
Consistent with the theoretical analysis: 
 - merge_by_sort is quadratic 
 - merge is linear 
 

for merge_func in [merge_by_sort, merge]: 

    print(merge_func.__name__) 

    for n in [1000,2000,4000]: 

        lst1 = [random.choice(range(10000)) for i in range(n)] 

        lst1 = sorted(lst1) 

        lst2 = [random.choice(range(10000)) for i in range(n)] 

        lst2 = sorted(lst2) 

        t0=time.clock() 

        merge_func(lst1,lst2) 

        t1=time.clock() 

        print("n=", n, t1-t0) 
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Merge_by_python_sort 
merge_by_sort 

n= 1000 0.23752907143226304 

n= 2000 1.019045996069333 

n= 4000 3.790595452774026 

merge_by_python_sort 

n= 1000 0.00017488256188968876 

n= 2000 0.00042435560944209527 

n= 4000 0.0007657397797764531 

merge 

n= 1000 0.0009043048767365391 

n= 2000 0.0017817907024495483 

n= 4000 0.0037136004715678794 

 

So, python’s sorted does a farely nice job! 

However we will not get into the interiors of sorted (at least not now). 

def merge_by_python_sort(A,B): 
    ''' Merge list A of size n and list B of size m 
    return sorted(A+B) 


